Abstract
Introduction
The problem of estimating both structure and motion from image sequences taken by hand-held video cameras has been treated by many researchers during the past 5 to 10 years, see [8] for a good overview. Significant achievements have been obtained for feature extraction algorithms, tracking methods and reconstruction methods, but also related methods for displaying the results as dense depth maps, mesh generation and texture mapping. The state of the art includes the possibility of making Euclidean reconstructions from basically uncalibrated cameras, using so called auto-calibration techniques, cf. [ 1 , 5 , 7 , 9 , 12, 17, 22, 4, 21. It has been proven that it is sufficient to know only one intrinsic parameter, e.g. skew zero, in order to obtain a Euclidean reconstruction, see [lo, 161. This makes it possible to obtain Euclidean reconstructions from uncalibrated image sequences where the zoom of the camera may vary. However, one problem that is fundamental to all approaches and not dependent on the actual algorithm or implementation of it, is the high correlation between different motion variables. For example, the focal length is usually correlated to the position of the camera, since a change in focal length is similar to a motion towards the scene. Another problem with traditional approaches is that degenerate -or close to degenerate -motions, cf. [20, 111, often occur and disturb the bundle adjustment algorithm. Finally, there is always the problem of getting stuck in local minima when a non-linear optimization is adopted. These problems are generic and cannot be solved without using any additional information about the scene geometry or the camera motion.
In the light of the previous drawbacks of the current state-of-the-art algorithms, it is natural to include some smoothness constraints on the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters in order to achieve more stable results. When the image sequence is captured by a hand-held cam-corder with a high frame-rate, the distances between consecutive camera centres are generally small. The actual condition we will use is that the distances between different camera centres are independently and normally distributed, which means that we model the camera motion as a random walk process [ 191. A similar model is used for the orientation and intrinsic parameters of the camera. This procedure may easily be generalized to even higher order approximations of smoothness constraints, such as ARMA-models of the motion.
In the present paper we will develop a maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator, where an a priori probability distribution of the camera motion is utilized. The MAP estimator can be seen as an extension of traditional bundle adjustment, which is in general a maximum likelihood (ML) estimator, cf. [24] . We will show that incorporating these smoothness constraints on the camera motion will give great advantages to conventional methods.
Related Work: The proposed method of using smoothness constraints in the form of a random walk process is related to several previous Kalman filter based approaches to the structure from motion problem. In these approaches the Kalman filter estimates both structure and motion parameters as well as their probability densities, e.g. [ 18, 31. However, Kalman filtering is a recursive method, i.e. the structure and motion is updated each time a new image is available, while the proposed method in this paper is a batch method, where all measurements are taken into account at the same time. The former approach might be more relevant in a real-time system, while our approach gives more accurate results. A Kalman filter uses a linear update and this is not optimal for the highly non-linear structure and motion problem. Kalman filtering and batch methods for calibrated image sequences using no regularity constraints on the motion were analyzed in (2.51, and they concluded that the performance difference between these two types of methods is quite large.
In [ 141 a recursive method is proposed that closely approximates a batch process, using a variable state dimension filter, but still the camera motion is not modelled.
The Camera Model
The following notations will be used: X denotes object points in homogeneous coordinates, x denotes image points in homogeneous coordinates, xi,j denotes point numberj in image i. Some further notations will occasionally be needed and will be defined when appropriate.
We will use the standard (uncalibrated) pin-hole camera model:
Here, f denotes the focal length, y and s the aspect ratio and the skew and ( U , v) the principal point. These are called the intrinsic parameters. Furthermore, R and C denote the relation between the camera coordinate system and the object coordinate system, where R is a rotation matrix and C is the position of the camera centre. These are called the extrinsic parameters. When several images of several points are available we will use the notation (2) where m denotes the number of images and n denote the number of points.
Overview of the System
The proposed scheme is embedded in a system to model Euclidean 3D objects and environments from uncalibrated image sequences taken by a continuously moving camera. The complete procedure is briefly summarized below.
1.

2.
2.
3.
4.
Extract and track feature image points in the sequence.
Estimate projective camera geometry and scene points, using fundamental matrices and trifocal tensors, [ Apply bundle adjustment, as described in the next sections.
Find dense correspondences across the views, triangulate and texture map in order to obtain a 3D model that can be used in a graphics environment, cf. [ 15, 131. 
Modelling of Continuous Motion
. , m is then
k=l It remains to model the intrinsic parameters of the camera. The skew of the camera is oftcn close to zero for ordinary cameras. One way to model this is to assume that the skew is normally distributed with a very low standard deviation. Another option which we choose is to set the skew to zero and use it as a hard constraint. Similarly with the aspect ratio -it is often very close to one, and we fix it to one as a hard constraint.
The focal lengths fi, i = 1, . . . , m vary between imaging instants if the zoom of the camera is used. Since it is the relative changes of focal length that are of interest, a natural choice is log(fzlfz+l) E N(O, gf).
(6)
The principal points ( U ; , vi), i = 1,. . . , m are known to vary when the focal length changes. However, these variations are known to be small so the principal point is located within a small region, often close to the image centre. Let ( U , 0 ) denote the mean principal point. A random walk model for the principal points is given by
Bundle Adjustment
A bundle adjustment algorithm was developed for estimating all unknown parameters based on a MAP estimator, see [24] for more details and advice on bundle adjustment.
Let m denote the number of images and n the number As the probability functions are Gaussian, the problem turns into a non-linear least-squares problem by taking the negative log of the a posteriori distribution , That is,
where Y is a residual vector consisting of two parts. The first part is formed by computing all reprojection residuals, i.e. the differences between the reprojected 3D points and the measured image points. The residuals should be weighted according to the image measurement accuracy oi,. The other part comes from the regularity constraints of the motion parameters. The residual vector Y(Ax) is a non-linear function of the local parameterization vector Ax. In order to minimize the sum of squared residuals f = YTY with respect to the unknown parameters Ax, the Levenberg-Marquardt method is applied.
It is well known that the structure and motion can only be recovered up to an unknown similarity, in particular, the reconstruction is subject to arbitrary scaling. As the camera centre trajectory is modelled as a random walk, the cost function could be decreased by simply reducing the scale. Therefore, we fix the scale by keeping the standard deviation gSc of all 3D point features at its initial value. In practice, we have implemented this by rescaling the reconstruction at each iteration.
Experiments
In all the different experiments, the same settings have been utilized unless otherwise stated. The global scale has been set by fixing the standard deviation of the 3D points (denoted by asc) to its initial value. Further, the standard deviations for the random walks have the following values:
= lo", of = 0.05 and a , , = 10.
These values depend of course on the type of scenario and the type of camera. However, the above values are set rather restrictively, making them applicable for a wide range of image sequences.
Synthetic Data
First, 20 points were randomly distributed in 3D space with coordinates between -300 and 300 units. The position of the first camera was chosen at a nominal distance of 1000 units from the origin, facing towards the point cloud.
The position Ci of each additional camera centre was updated with Ci = Ci-1 + vi, where vi is a speed vector with a length of 10 units. The direction of v1 was chosen at random. The update formula for the speed was vi = exp(x;=, &Bk)vi--l, where each X k was drawn from a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with standard deviation 10". The same procedure was also used for the rotation, with a speed vector of length 10". The focal lengths and principal points were modelled with random walks as described in (6) with af = 0.05 and (7) with a,, = 10.
Then, the 3D points were projected to these views, and finally Gaussian noise was added to the image points. The algorithm described in the previous sections, starting from the projective reconstruction step, was applied to this data. All experiments were repeated 100 times and the results below reflect the average values.
In the first experiment, the standard deviation of the image noise was a = 1 and the number of views was varied.
After changing to a common Euclidean coordinate system (based on corresponding 3D points), the Root Mean Square (RMS) error between the estimated and the true camera trajectory was computed for each sample. If the RMS for a sample is over 30 units, it is declared a failure. The RMS error vs. number of views is graphed in the left of Figure 1 for the successful samples. The percentage of failures for the same experiments is plotted in the right of Figure 1 . In the second experiment, 10 views were used and the level of image noise was varied. In Figure 2 , the RMS error for camera trajectory and percentage of failures are shown. Even though the synthetic data was not generated according to the a priori noise model for the motion, the experiments show that the performance and robustness increase considerably. This also indicates that exact values of the parameters in the random walk are not crucial to increase performance. It is well known that there exist many local minima for auto-calibration and the structure and motion problem. Since the number of outliers is fewer with regularization, it is likely that the bundle adjustment does not get trapped so easily in a false minimum. This is of course desirable and one of the motivations for modelling the motion.
Real Data
We have chosen two image sequences to show the performance of using regularity conditions on the motion compared to standard bundle adjustment.
The first sequence consists of 15 closely sampled images of a flower, see Figure 3 for an example. The images have been taken with an ordinary digital camera with a resolution of 1000 x 1280 pixels. Between the imaging instants, the zoom of the camera has been varied, but in a controlled way. The first 5 images have a (relative) short focal length which is kept fixed during the subsequence. The next 5 images have also a fixed focal length, but the camera has zoomed in and thus it should have a longer focal length. In the last 5 images the camera has zoomed in even more, and it should have a longer focal length, but again it should be constant during the 5 images. However, no other ground truth is available. In total 41 points were tracked over the sequence, where some of the points are not visible in all images.
After applying the complete algorithm with and without regularity conditions, the RMS error between measured and reprojected 3D points was computed. Without regularity, the RMS error was 0.15 pixels and with regularity, the error was as could be expected somewhat higher 0.18 pixels. The computed focal lengths are plotted in the left of Figure 4 . As can be clearly seen, with regularity conditions the focal lengths are approximately constant for the 3 subsequences of 5 images, and the focal lengths are increasing. Without regularity conditions, the algorithm produces focal lengths that are much more noisy and the focal lengths are not constant within the 3 subsequences.
The difference between the two results are even more accentuated in the right graph of Figure 4 where the xcoordinates of the principal point are graphed. The principal point is known to vary when a camera zooms, but the variations are small. This is in agreement with the MAP estimator modelling the motion, whereas the standard bundle adjustment fails to recover a reasonable estimate of the The second sequence of images that we demonstrate our algorithm on consists of 16 images taken by a digital video camera. The images originate from a room with hand painted walls and ceiling in Villa Laloggia, which is a wellknown historical building in Florence, Italy, see Figure 5 . The intrinsic camera parameters are known to be kept constant over the whole sequence. This a priori knowledge has been incorporated in the algorithm by parameterizing the intrinsic parameters by constant values. The sequence covers only part of the room, primarily two walls, a lamp and parts of the ceiling. More interestingly, the last image of the sequence covers only one of the walls, cf. Figure 5 and thus all visible features lie on a common 3D plane. This is well-known to be a degenerate configuration for projective reconstruction. In theory, auto-calibration is still possible, but it is more unstable [23] . In total 86 1 points were tracked and reconstructed in 3D. On the average 250 points were visible in each image. First, the algorithm without regularity conditions, parameterized by constant intrinsics, was applied to the sequence. The RMS error for the whole sequence was 0.67 pixels and for the last image 0.36 pixels. A 3D plot of the camera trajectory and the 3D points is shown on the left side of Figure 6 . At a first glance everything seems to be OK, but it is not. All camera centres but the last one are situated on the inside of the room. However, the position of the last camera centre is on the other side of the wall. This is due to the fact that the camera faces a planar wall and therefore there are two possible positions (one in front, and the other on the opposite side) that are consistent with the image data. The situation would not be resolved by using visibility constraints, as all points are indeed in front of all cameras.
Using regularity conditions for the motion, there is only one side of the wall that is consistent. A RMS error of 0.77 pixels and 0.36 pixels were obtained for the whole sequence and for the last image, respectively, after applying the algo- rithm with regularization. A 3D plot of the camera trajectory and reconstructed 3D points is shown on right side of Figure 6 . Now, the position of the last camera is correctly situated on the inside of the room.
Summary and Conclusions
In this paper, we have described how to model smoothness constraints on the camera motion, and how to incorporate these in an MAP estimator for Euclidean structure and motion. The experiments show that the proposed algorithm yield more accurate and robust results compared to traditional bundle adjustment, In particular, the regularity constraints reduce the risk of some well-known failure modes for conventional bundle adjustment, like (i) critical motions leading to ambiguous 3D reconstructions, (ii) high correlation between the extrinsic and intrinsic parameters of the camera and (iii) the risk of getting trapped in a local minimum.
